When Hurricane Isabel and her subsequent tropical storm hit the East Coast in mid-September, turf took a beating from Newport News to Pittsburgh. The winds blew over a neighbor’s tree onto his car; the trunk left behind was at least 3 feet in diameter. That’s a big storm.

I asked some turf managers who work in Isabel’s path how they and their fields fared:

Tim White, Director/Park Operations, Fairfax County, VA, says the Park Authority cancelled all events in the hurricane’s wake. “Staff had removed all trash cans, benches and other items that could be tossed by the high winds. During and following the event, we were assisting state and local authorities removing downed trees from roads, as well as assisting with flooding problems, temporary shelters and other issues,” says White.

“While damages to Park Authority properties are approaching $1 million, the athletic fields received only minor fence damage. Most fields were only littered with branches and vegetative debris,” he says. Crews had everything cleaned up and back in place by Monday. "We have an emergency preparedness plan that was executed [well]. Pre-event meetings were critical for that. The Fairfax County Park Authority has responsibility for 22,000+ acres as well regional responsibility in the event of emergencies and disasters.”

Nick Gammill, CSFM, American University, says, “Isabel only brought 1 3/4 inches of rain here. We cancelled all practices for the day as well as a scheduled game the day before. We could have played a game that afternoon because our sand based field can handle a lot of rain.”

“Most of our resources went to removing fallen trees from around the campus. I did have some extra work cleaning up limbs and debris from our stadium seating but damage to the sports facility was minimal,” he reports. “I prepared by tying down the goals and cleaning out drains.

In Charlottesville, Jimmy Rodgers, CSFM, University of Virginia, dodged a serious bullet. “We experienced 60+ mph winds but only 4 inches of rain. It could have been worse; the forecast called for 12 inches and sustained 80-mph winds.”

“We did go forward with a baseball prospect camp 2 days after Isabel. We were able to play four baseball games with only 17 bags of TurfFace. No damage was done to the fields and/or our facilities. We had maybe 10 trees down. We came through okay,” says Rodgers.